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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Management and staff of CREATIVE KIDS has a general duty to: 
 
1.1. Ensure the health and safety of all Creative Kids ECD and Aftercare Children, Employees, Parent/Guardians and 

other persons at Creative Kids; 
1.2. Ensure that no persons, other than Creative Kids ECD, Aftercare Children, Employees and Contractors, are 

negatively affected by the activities at the ECD and Aftercare Centre and Employee Workplace; 
1.3. Conduct assessments to determine the hazards and risks for health and safety at the ECD and Aftercare Centre 

and Employee Workplace; Using a Risk assessment based approach.  - See Risk assessment approach GEN WI 
Infectious control 

1.4. After the assessment above, determine what measures are necessary to eliminate the threats. If the identified 
threats cannot be eliminated, determine the necessary measures to reduce the threats and protect Creative Kids 
ECD and Aftercare Children, and Employees and other persons. 

1.5. During the implementation of such measures, do the necessary training and monitor the effectiveness thereof. 
 
The Creative Kids ECD and Aftercare Children, and Employees of CREATIVE KIDS and everybody else mentioned in the 
“SCOPE”, have a general duty to: 

 
1.6. Obey the health and safety policies and procedures at all times. 
1.7. Wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds or use alcohol based hand sanitizer, when water is not 

available. - This will be extensively being covered in the outlined procedures GEN WI Infectious control - 003 
1.8. Keep social distancing as recommended and outlined in various areas. 
1.9. Wear a mask at all times when prescribed below and when social distancing is not possible due to the task at 

hand. 
1.10. Report any situation likely to present a potential danger of infection. 
 

 
2. SCOPE 
 
Daily routine & Curriculum process:  
ECD Practisioners 
Teachers  
Class Assistants  
Parents 
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Daily routine & Curriculum process:  
 
Safety Orientation presentation needs to take place to ensure learners are aware of the rules and regulations and Safety 
precautions that need to take place due to the COVID-19.   
Sanitation will take place constantly during the day.  
Should learners disregard other’s safety needs, parents will be notified and a remedial plan will be worked on. 
Should the event reoccur more measures will be developed through a principal-parent meeting. 
Immediate attention should be given to any one not abiding by the social distancing rule and reported to the Wendy.   
Should staff members disregard the social distancing rule it should be reported to the Human Recourses consultant by 
Wendy immediately and disciplinary process to follow.  
It is crucial that attendance registers are kept up to date on a daily basis and parent’s needs to be phoned by Wendy should 
a learner not be at school and a note made with the reason.  
All learners to be accommodated in the facility with a distance of 1.5m – 2m between them.  
Educators to enforce sanitation.  Set the example. Guide and support learners to maintain sanitation. 
Learners should ensure that each learner has their own educational resources (puzzle/ threading card, toys on their table 
etc.) and is not allowed to be shared.  This should be sanitized by the educator after each use and put away.  
No learner is allowed to distribute anything to other learners.  
Telephonic call, Zoom or WhatsApp communication used at least 1x a week. Preferably on a Friday to ensure that contact 
is made with all parents and Q & A to be done ensuring they have input into the week’s progress. 
A Schedule of educators on duty displayed to ensure there is proper supervision to ensure distancing, at least 5 staff 
members should be on duty at every given moment.  
Creative Kids Class Rooms will be well ventilated all windows and doors open and no air conditioners/heaters are allowed 
to be turned on.  
Parents: Please check the lessons and activities plan provided by each teacher and the school for aftercare children and 
see where guidance is needed to ensure they are all caught up.  The standard communication channels will be used. 
Teachers will be lenient and understanding as some learners were not able to do all the work or even some has not done 
any of that set out during the lockdown period.  Provide learner and parents with a way forward to get caught up and be 
reasonable when working out a plan.   
First two weeks of school will be spend identifying where we will need to revisit the basics in the foundation of Early 
Childhood Development 
Lesson plans will be adjusted accordingly to ensure the learners are on an age appropriate level.  
Educational Guidance and Support provided for all age groups is from a Monday to Thursday, on afternoons and Friday’s 
remedial classes will take place ensuring learners understood all content taught.   
A demarked area will be provided for each learner, ensuring distancing takes place. The complete floorplan of this has been 
completed and is clearly marked, each Child will have a comfortable environment with ample room. 
NO PHYSICAL INTERACTION BETWEEN LEARNERS.  
Trauma Counsellors will be available for assistance needed for any learner/parent/family member as well as for the staff 
members. 
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